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Abstract 
The article uses research ways of Enterprise localization and enterprise's development course to research strategy of 
company's product design and development. It announces at different stages for development, different kinds of 
enterprises will adopt product design and development policies of different modes. It also announces close causality 
between development course of company and central technology and product. The result indicated enterprises in 
leading position in market, technology and brand adopt pioneer strategy type of product research and development.  
These enterprise relying on the large-scale leading enterprise offering a complete set service adopts the passively 
duplicating type tactic of product research and development. Some enterprise in part of advantage in technology, 
market, management or brand adopt following up strategy of product research and development. The enterprises with 
relative advantage position adopt the strategy of technology applied taking optimizing services as centre in product 
research and development in fields of brand culture and market service. 
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1. Introduction 
At different stages for development, different kinds of enterprises Will adopt product designs and 
development policies of different modes. There are two types on the whole in new product development, 
one is that enterprises study plan according to exhaustive users, excavate user's potential value demand of 
market, initiatively researches and develops unprecedented products with new function. This kind of 
product is all unprecedented, extremely rich innovative concepts in such aspects as occupation mode, man-
machine interface, function using, technological craft. This kind of new product can apply for patent for 
invention in technology on crafts. In man-machine relationship, function using and manufacturing 
technology,etc. many aspects, product innovately developed synthetically is whole innovating type of 
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product design and development. Another kind of new product design is on technological foundation of 
original product, or ripe technological achievement is utilized, existing products function using, occupation 
mode, man-machine interface is improved to abundant additional function and improve technological level 
of product. This kind of new product design is part improving type of product design and development[1].  
2. Different kinds of enterprises adopt different kinds of tactics of product research and 
development 
2.1 Enterprises in leading position in market, technology and brand adopt pioneer strategy type of 
product research and development 
In a certain trade and field of market technology, there always have some stronger enterprises in 
leading position. They have extremely advantage in management time, brand awareness, capability of 
technology research and develop, market share,etc. respect. They regard longer management time or 
opportunity advantage of first impression as prerequisite, put into a large number of technology, 
intelligence resource in order to guarantee, regard comprehensive marketing tactics as mean, regard culture 
capability of famous brand as backing.  
They adopt bold and rich innovative tactics in actual effect in respects such as technology researching 
and developing, market exploring, cultural construction of brand, trade management and 
administration,etc.. In fight with rival, they always can use overall advantage to remedy defect and faults 
somely to occupy firm market position finally, occupy and get on the position of wind in each round of 
competition.  
2.2 Some enterprise in part of advantage in technology, market, management or brand adopt following 
up strategy of product research and development 
Leading type enterprises in surging status in competitive market environment are in absolute 
predominance of various fields such as technology, market, brand, but it is not say other enterprises would 
lost chance to survive. Just oppositely, leading enterprises will bear duty that exploits and fosters market, 
other enterprise need not undertake cultivate risk that market fail, they can sit to enjoy enormous business 
opportunity bring by ripe market[2].  
The enterprises adopting tactics of following up often have advantage of being relative in land range in 
some technology, market channel and operating, managing or brand awareness in particular trade. For 
example in grasping of land special technology of office, on marketing channel and innovative thinking 
idea, the company has unique and incomparable technology, intelligence, capital, advantage compared 
with other enterprise. This kind of enterprise can defeat the rival and obtain market share and 
corresponding economic benefits in land competition. 
This kind of enterprise often depends on single technical, operational profit means to obtain market 
share among second-class major market that subdivide. They rely on height result and operation ability of 
strong market service to ask for development opportunity of surviving. On tactics of new product and 
service research and development, the enterprise running following up and interfering tactic are full of 
more innovating, flexible and changeable characteristic. They can link flexibly each procedures in product 
research development and selling, maximize favourable factors and minimize unfavourable ones, weak 
tendency that good at oneself link purchase through outside or other way of association solve and finish, 
and put most capital, intelligence resources or technological resource in a link grows in one's own 
advantage, in order to make absolute predominance position among office land competitive environment, 
realize value interests reciprocated[3].
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2.3 The enterprises with relative advantage position adopt the strategy of technology applied taking 
optimizing services as centre in product research and development in fields of brand culture and 
market service 
After opening up long-term market management and brand cultural construction, some enterprise's own 
management characteristics determine its one's own limitation at the technological progress. The survival 
and development of enterprises does not totally depend on the progress of advanced technology and 
promotion of productivity, it more dependes on traditional marketing means, popularization of ripe 
technologies, and deepening of exploring for goal market.  
This kind of enterprise depends on its ripe and abundant marketing means and surging brand influence, 
it is applied to carry on further research to relatively advanced and ripe reliable technology, make the 
application achievement of technology abundant and reliable, make the market with more power prospect, 
popularized by function of assisting of strength in the brand appeal and market channel, new technological 
application and service achievement extremely is easy to be turned into value media which can bring 
generous surplus value[4].  
So the survival and development of this kind of enterprise does not totally rely on the overly advanced 
technological achievement. They regard market demand as whom enterprise survives thoroughly. They 
direct vast market demand basic side to thin product and system of service against, strengthen the products 
and service quality, strengthen the essential consciousness of service of products, thus occupy the nucleus 
position of major market, obtain higher share of major market.  
The leading type enterprises adopting pioneer strategy often have other enterprise incomparable 
advantage at technological development. They can occupy certain market share on the application of 
technical market too at the same time, but deepen intensity of their products system and service design is 
not better than those applied type enterprises taking serving as centre reservation in subdivided goal market.  
Because technological leading type enterprise has enormous advantage in technology research and 
development, their new products often have advanced engineering level, firm reliable structural quality and 
high price profit to win. But this kind of enterprise would take leeward slightly in marketing popularizition, 
target location on subdivide market. 
The enterprises adopting following up and interfering type tactic rely on the office land advantage on 
technology or market, for instance the Apple Company, black strawberry Company, etc. rely on their 
extremely rich characteristics and humanization, half intelligent design and service schemes to strike 
masses' market without stopping, evoke the echoing of emotion in the special user's colony, thus obtain 
some share in the major market. This kind rich in thrilling acrobatics technological products and service 
scheme of result will cause great brand and border effect strength of market, thus bring enormous market, 
economic and social reciprocating interests to the company. But because the companies in weakness of 
manufacturing technology and using at the engineering level often cause products and service out of stock 
to lack layer. They need unite two major links of market and making strategic cooperative partner to offer 
relatively stable long-term service for user. The companies taking single design, technology or market 
channel as backing often make theirseives appear situation of crisis as their economic simplicity of 
thinking when they are surviving and developing.  
2.4 These enterprise relying on the large-scale leading enterprise offering a complete set service adopts 
the passively duplicating type tactic of product research and development 
Say from defining strictly, this kind of enterprise does not have motive, system and behavior of product 
research and development, so there are not tactics of product research and development and corresponding 
human resources group really rich in innovative meaning. Because some enterprises have relative 
advantage of manufacturing process, workforce or capital, they can remedy major enterprises in 
provisional shortage for producing making, manpower, capital. They can offer duplicating production 
service as raw materials process, stick to card product for major enterprise. Technical support, including 
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technological drawing, frock mould and technological guidance and supervising can be offered by major 
enterprise[5].  
The enterprises rely on price advantage of workforce and high-efficient advantage of production 
efficiency, they can relative to reduce major enterprise cost at production link. They depend on taking 
place of worker's means and obtaining weak processing remuneration among production costs reduced. 
The enterprise who depend on have no ability, plan oneself service of goods appeared to make extend 
market terminal goal in front of user either. Their surviving capital and future are totally controlled by 
consigner.  
Lacking open-up of market and control ability, lacking innovation of technology and study, lacking to 
input of research and development of terminal service of goods, they place its own destiny on employer 
totally grasping terminal market commission, this management tactic and mode of enterprise can make 
itself survive difficult full of crisis risking finally.  
This kind of enterprise has accumulated the experience in respects such as technological craft, business 
administration, marketing, brand construction,etc. in production of products, they should go out of some 
old enterprise's management modes bravely and firmly after finishing primitive capital accumulation to 
have independent brand, independent marketing channel and road that autonomous innovation research and 
develop shift.  
3. Conclusions 
So in different stages when enterprise is developing and a certain product technology are in different 
stages. Enterprises in leading position in market, technology and brand adopt pioneer strategy type of 
product research and development. These enterprise relying on the large-scale leading enterprise offering a 
complete set service adopts the passively duplicating type tactic of product research and development. 
Some enterprise in part of advantage in technology, market, management or brand adopt following up 
strategy of product research and development. The enterprises with relative advantage position adopt the 
strategy of technology applied taking optimizing services as centre in product research and development in 
fields of brand culture and market service. Enterprises should adjust tactics of product research and 
development in time. Innovative management mode is the way which enterprises survive to regain 
initiative. 
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